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By Irene Nemirovsky : Jezebel (Vintage International)  we have told you not to stare at the sun today we have told 
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16 of 16 review helpful The ugly side of beauty By Patto I found this book somewhat painful to read but good to think 
about afterwards The story is set in the early twentieth century and goes through the Great War The central character 
Gladys Eysenach is a vain and frivolous woman obsessed to the point of madness with staying forever young and 
desirable Gladys has the kind of beauty that lasts beyond middle A stunning novel about mothers and daughters about 
vengeance and an aging still beautiful woman on trial for shooting her lover nbsp In a French courtroom the trial of a 
woman is taking place Gladys Eysenach is no longer young but she remains striking elegant cold She is accused of 
shooting dead her much younger lover As the witnesses take the stand and the case unfolds Gladys relives fragments 
of her past her childhood her absent father her marria Praise for Irene Nemirovsky and Jezebel nbsp ldquo Engrossing 
A fascinating portrait of paranoid self absorption rdquo mdash Financial Times nbsp ldquo Fast paced and highly 
dramatic Jezebel offers a fascinating g 
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